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FREETER probably from freelance, Eng. and arbeiter, Ger.
(フリーター) furita, furiita, freeta, furiitaa, or furitaa
the byproduct of a massive realignment of expectations, the freeter
finds herself outside the privileges of professionalism and respectability; she is both protagonist and marginal. Day-jobs and freelancing
mark a conscious movement to the margins, but the heaviness of society
resists any recentering. Freeter becomes a label of contempt. The
freeter excels in practices incompatible with careerism: living in the
moment; taking what she wants; drifting, dreaming day-by-day.

NEET see also NLEET
Not in (Labour,) Education, Employment, or Training
demographic data, employment charts, macroeconomic trends define
the NEET. The state demands the education of citizens, the employment
of professionals, the training of hands. NEET is not. He is not in education, not in employment, not in training. The NEET undermines national
prosperity and jeopardizes social stability. Numbers and statistics, but
also broken promises define the NEET. Because he is educated in a
market demanding training and unemployable in a culture demanding
labour, because he desires the televisual lifestyle of state capitalism,
because he is -- NEET is not.

INFORMAL ECONOMY the black market
the necessary flip-side to a bounded and defined state economy.
Enfranchised, legislated by a majority, the state economy operates only
on the illegitimacy of the informal; it is the invisible and unseen which
throws the state economy in such flattering light.
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